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Grade: Grade 3

Earth Materials
NGSS Standards:
ESS1C - The History of Planet Earth (4-ESS1-1); ESS2A - Earth Materials and Systems (4-ESS2-1, 5-ESS2-1)
LS4A - Evidence of Common Ancestry and Diversity (3-LS4-1)

Assessment Anchor Eligible Content:
S4.A.1.1; S4.A.1.3; S4.A.3.1; S4.A.3.2; S4.A.3.3; S4.B.2.1; S4.D.1.1; S4.D.1.2

Big Ideas
What is  Earth made of?
Essential Questions:

1. What is a mineral and how can you
identify it?

2. What are the properties of rocks and
how do they be identified?

3. How many ways can rocks be sorted
and separated?

4. What is a fossil and where are they
found?

5. How do fossils provide evidence of
the past?

6. What is soil?

Concepts/Understandings[SWKT]:
● Minerals are substances that make up rocks and can be identified by their

physical properties like their hardness, streak, magnetism, and reaction with
vinegar.

● Rocks are Earth’s materials classified by how they form (melted and cooled in a
volcano, weathered on land, heat and pressure underground) and can be
identified by physical observations.

● Rocks can be sorted by size that include clay, silt, sand, gravel, pebbles, cobbles,
and boulders.

● Fossils can be formed by the remains of plants and animals or the decayed
impression of plants and animals in rock and are found in sedimentary rocks
when layers of sediment layer on top of each other.

● Fossils provide clues to changes in the environment and the organisms that were
once living.

● Soils are composed of different kinds and amounts of earth materials and humus
but the amounts of the materials may vary.

Vocabulary
Clay
Evidence
Fossil
Hardness
Hummus

Competencies/Skills [SWBAT]:
● Identify four common minerals using their hardness, streak, magnetism and

reaction with vinegar.
● Observe and identify four mystery rocks using their physical properties and

record results for each rock.
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Igneous
Magnetism
Metamorphic
Mineral
Rock
Sand
Sedimentary
Sediment
Silt
Streak

● Separate a sample of rocks using a series of three screens to identify five sizes of
rocks: large pebbles, small pebbles, large gravel, small gravel, and sand.

● Create a cast of an object using playdough, plaster or any substance that will
preserve the object.

● Observe characteristics of plant and animal fossils to provide clues to changes in
the landscape and past environments.

● Identify the four different types of soil (clay, sand, silt and hummus) by
investigating their properties.

Common Resources:
❏ Candy Rock Lab to Demonstrate the Rock Cycle
❏ Candy Rock Lab
❏ Create a Fossil Lab
❏ Earth’s Materials Content Overview
❏ Rock Sorting Activity

Assessment Boundary:
Assessment will only include the naming of
the rock types not how rocks form.

Assessment does not include specific
knowledge of the mechanism of rock
formation or memorization of specific rock
formations and layers.

Clarification Statement:
● Minerals to be identified will be limited to common minerals like: quartz, calcite

(calcium), pyrite (fool’s gold),  halite, gypsum, Feldspar, etc.
● Observe rocks with hand lenses; rub, wash and sort rocks.  Describe rocks. Organize

a rock collection.
● Students will have a basic understanding that rocks are melted and cooled to form

igneous rocks.  Rocks can be rubbed together and broken apart to form sedimentary
rocks and rocks can undergo heat and pressure underground to form metamorphic
rocks.

● Igneous rocks will be limited to pumice and obsidian.  Sedimentary rocks will be
limited to conglomerate (chalk, sandstone, etc) and metamorphic rocks will be
limited to clearly identifiable foliated rocks.

● Students will learn general properties of the three types of rocks to be able to make
simple identification.

Reading Resources:
The Rock Cycle

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g93jXTUv_RQ
https://lemonlimeadventures.com/edible-rock-cycle-for-kids/
http://www.desertmuseum.org/center/edu/docs/6-9_Prehistoric_6.pdf
https://www.fossweb.com/delegate/ssi-wdf-ucm-webContent?dDocName=D1445319
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1WmoRPj4v6FsQy_TKV_MEiCqEXvlNShxK
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/the-rock-cycle/
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Grade: Grade 3

Forces and Motion
NGSS Standards
PS2A - Forces and Motion (3-PS2-1, 3-PS2-2); PS2B - Types of Interactions (3-PS2-1); PS3A - Definitions of Energy (4-PS3-1);
PS3C - Relationship Between Energy and Forces (4-PS3-3)
ETS1A - Defining and Delimiting Engineering Problems; ETS1B - Developing Possible Solutions; ETS1C - Optimizing Design Solutions
Assessment Anchor Eligible Content:
S4.A.1.1; S4.A.1.3; S4.A.2.1; S4.C.3.1

Big Ideas
What causes objects to move?
Essential Questions:

1. What types of motion can objects
undergo?

2. What causes change of motion?
3. What force stops moving objects?
4. How can motion be measured?
5. How does mass influence the motion of

objects?

Concepts/Understandings [SWKT]:
● Objects can move in straight lines, circles, up and down and other different

patterns.
● Any change of motion requires an unbalanced force (pushes or pulls).
● Gravity is the force that pulls things down.
● Friction is a force that stops moving objects.
● Motion is measured by an object’s distance travelled over time using metric

units.
● Objects with more and less mass require different amounts of force to move

and to stop.

Vocabulary
Centimeters
Force
Friction
Gravity
Mass
Meters

Competencies/Skills [SWAT]:
● Compare the relative movement of objects or describe types of motion that

evident.
● Experiment with objects to get them to start and stop moving using a push or a

pull.
● Build a ramp and see how gravity affects the motion of an object.
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Motion
Movement
Pulls
Pushes
Seconds
Stopwatch

● Design, build and test a can with different materials to slow down the motion
due to friction.

● Conduct an experiment to measure the time it takes for an object to travel a
specific distance measured in metric units.

● Compare the relative amount of force needed to start and stop the movement of
objects with different masses.

Common Resources:
❏ Slow Rolling Can Lab
❏ Investigation Stations:  Forces and Motion
❏ Force and Motion Interactive Notebook Ideas
❏ Marble Races

Assessment Boundary:
Assessment does not include technical terms
such as period and frequency.

Assessment is limited to one variable at a time:
number, size, or direction of forces.

Assessment does not include quantitative force
size, only qualitative and relative.

Assessment is limited to gravity being addressed
as a force that pulls objects down.

Clarification Statement:
● Examples of motion with a predictable pattern could include a child swinging in a

swing, a ball rolling back and forth in a bowl, two children on a see-saw, kids
riding on a merry-go-round, and a car moving in a straight line.

● Investigate and identify the variables that affect how objects move across a floor,
down a ramp, etc

● Examples could include an unbalanced force on one side of a ball can make it
start moving; and, balanced forces pushing on a box from both sides will not
produce any motion at all.

Reading Resources:
Converting Energy to Motion
How Things Move
Push and Pull
What is Gravity?

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Investigation-Stations-Force-Motion-and-Energy-4485239
https://thesciencepenguin.com/2014/08/new-year-new-notebook-force-and-motion.html
http://tekyteach.blogspot.com/2011/12/more-force-and-motion-fun-marble-races.html
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/converting-energy-to-motion/
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/how-things-move/
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/push-and-pull/
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/what-is-gravity/
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Grade: Grade 3

Sun, Moon and Earth
NGSS:
ESS1A - The Universe and the Stars (5-ESS1-1); ESS1B - Earth and the Solar System (5-ESS1-2)
PS2B - Types of Interactions (5-PS2-1)
Assessment Anchor Eligible Content:
S4.A.1.1; S4.A.1.3; S4.A.2.2; S4.A.3.1; S4.A.3.2; S4.A.3.3; S4.D.3.1

Big Ideas
The Sun, Moon and Earth move in regular and predictable patterns that can be observed, recorded, and analyzed.
Essential Questions:

1. What are the positions and
relationships between the sun, Earth
and moon?

2. What are the phases of the moon and
where do they come from?

3. How do the positions of the Earth
and Sun at different times in the year
relate to Pennsylvania’s seasons?

4. How are different tools used to
enhance observations of the sky?

Concepts/Understandings: [SWKT]
● The sun is a star that appears brighter and bigger because of its close location to

the Earth.
● The Earth revolves around the sun and the moon revolves around the Earth.
● The Earth rotates on its tilted axis and the side facing the sun creates day and the

side away from the sun creates night.
● The phases of the moon are full moon, new moon, waxing and waning gibbous,

waxing and waning crescent.
● Seasons in Pennsylvania are a result of the Earth’s tilt on its axis and its

revolution around the Sun during a year.*
● Different tools are used to observe the moon in the night sky.

Vocabulary
Axis
Binoculars
Earth
Full moon
Moon
New moon
Orbit
Revolve
Rotate
Seasons

Competencies/Skills: [SWBAT]
● Model the position and relationship between the Earth, moon and sun.
● Analyze the position of the sun and Earth to determine day and night.
● Model the different phases of the moon.
● Write to describe where seasons come from.
● Differentiate which scientific tools such as binoculars or telescopes are used to

enhance observations.
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Sun
Star
Telescopes
Waning crescent
Waning gibbous
Waxing crescent
Waxing gibbous
Common Resources:
❏ Oreo Lap
❏ Moon Phases Flip Book
❏ Sun and Moon Content Resources
❏ Solar System Research Mat

Assessment Boundary:
Assessment is limited to relative amounts of
daylight, not quantifying the hours or time of
daylight.

Assessment of star patterns is limited to stars
being seen at night and not during the day.

Clarification Statement:
● Emphasis is on relative comparisons of the amount of daylight in the winter to the

amount in the spring or fall.
● When the Earth is rotating, it makes it appear as if the moon is moving, but it’s due

to the Earth’s rotation.
● Examples of patterns could include that the sun and moon appear to rise in one part

of the sky, move across the sky, and set; and stars other than our sun are visible at
night but not during the day

● *This concept is not necessarily developmentally appropriate, but it is currently in
the elementary Pennsylvania eligible anchors.

Reading Resources:
Galileo and His Telescope
Phases of the Moon
Why Does the Moon Orbit Earth?

https://www.fossweb.com/delegate/ssi-wdf-ucm-webContent?dDocName=D1446385
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Solar-System-Research-Mats-3089669
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/galileo-and-his-telescope-2/
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/phases-of-the-moon/
https://www.k12reader.com/worksheet/why-does-the-moon-orbit-earth/

